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" ... ces oppositions de vues qui donnent a Ia pensee tout son jeu et 
toute son ouve1·ture ... " 
SAINTE-BEUVE 
. in the text I have refrained from drawing an elaborate conclusion, 
because I am not sure yet what that conclusion should be ... " 
A. R. CHISHOLM, Towards Hbodiade 
"The great critics do not contribute: they interrupt. Coleridge does not 
try to answer questions posed by Dryden and Johnson: he posesquestions 
of his own, questions Dryden and Johnson had not thought and would 
not have understood. Arnold, again, is not finishing Coleridge's work: 
there is scarcely a moment in his essays where we are made aware that 
he has read Coleridge's criticism at all." 
GEORGE WATSON, The Literary Critics 
FRANCIS PONGE AND THE NEW PROBLEM 
OF THE EPOS 
I 
Controversy about the notion of "pure poetry" (poesie pure), which began with 
the famous lecture of Henri Bremond in 1925, had almost ceased when Paul Valery 
was elected to the Academie Fran�aise in 1927. This notion was strange in many ways 
to Valery who was responsible for the formula. However, lyric poetry alone seemed 
to remain the object of these studies. 
Through T. S. Eliot and others, the theories of Valery, originating in Symbolism, 
had a widespread influence on European literature. Then the war broke out with the 
surprising result of a renewed interest in poetry in almost every country, including 
Australia. In France, such poets as Eluard and Aragon, well known as founders of 
the Surrealist movement (with Breton, of course, not to mention the artistic side of 
the school) became, oddly enough, the epic poets of the Resistance movement: 
between them, they were, in a sense, Victor Hugo himself brought back to life. This, 
although a surprise, was really a development from individualism to social awareness. 
In fact it was a natural process and a return to the old distinction between lyric and 
epic poetry, the lyric being an experience of the individual and the epic an expression 
not only of the social but of the popular language in all its expressive force, welling up 
from the deepest springs of former generations. 
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In 1946 the remarkable book of Professor Emil Staiger, Grundbegr£ffe der Poetikl 
pointed out again the old, simple and forceful distinction between lyric style: Er­
INNER-ung; epic style: VOR-stellung; and dramatic style: Spannung. This distinc­
tion had already been made by Hegel, and by many others since the Greeks, but a 
return to the poetic principles of Hegel, as expressed in his masterpiece on aesthetics, 
was inevitable. In Lyons, for instance, Professor Henri Maldiney has concentrated 
on this return to Hegel. But, as everybody knows, Hegel begat phenomenology which 
begat Husserl, who begat Heidegger, who begat the gemini Sartre and Merleau-Ponty 
(the other line of descent being Marx and Lenin). The problems of poetry were com­
plicated by the strong (and from time to time outspoken) opinions of Heidegger, 
particularly on Holderlin. 
For the critic with some international culture it was hard indeed to pass-even 
theoretically-from the careful poetry of "Herodiade" or "La J eune Parque" to a 
close study of Holderlin's lyrical work. And the learned book of Beda Allemann, 
Holderlin und Heidegger,2 was not of a nature to facilitate the task when J. P. 
Richard's Poesie et Projondeur3 was closest to us. In the Sorbonne, Jean Wahl did 
his best in this field for some years. In Essence et PMnomene4 Wahl studies T. S. Eliot 
and Rilke in the light of Husserl. In other words, poetry and philosophy are again 
intermingled as in the time of Parmenides. 5 All these difficulties are mainly a question 
of vocabulary, proving again that poetry and philosophy have the same background, 
the original one. Bachelard and Ponge agree on this point. And, in this sense, Mallarme 
himself could have taken part in the fray with his taste for both words and philosophy 
(see Professor A. R. Chisholm's views in Towards H erodiade6). Could there be a bypath 
leading from Mallarme to Heidegger ? 
In any case it is necessary to broaden the study of poetics and to come back to 
epic poetry, the first epos, in the Greek sense of the word meaning projeration, the 
basic language existing before the appearance of the individual and personal lyric. 
This epic poetry could be (but not necessarily) explained in philosophical terms, even 
in Hegelian terms. This is by no means to go back to antiquity. If I may return to 
French poetry, the most striking example of epic poetry in our time, after Hugo 
("les grenadiers aux guetres de coutil"), or Aragon, is Francis Ponge, who uses 
everyday words, carefully checked in Littre, to make admirable pictures of animals, 
flowers, or inanimate objects like bread or coal, exactly in the manner of Homer 
describing weapons or shields. In Australia, Judith Wright seems to follow similar 
patterns in some of her descriptions (birds or trees). 
Let us be clearer about this resurgence of epic poetry (the epos-proferation being 
the tool of the poiesis in the making of the poiema) in practice and in theory. In 
France at least the old masters remain: Baudelaire, Mallarme, Valery; these were 
concerned with lyric or pure poetry only, and its theory. The dictum "donner un 
sens plus pur aux mots de la tribu" was still in force with the admirable theoretical 
work of Valery. But the tribe is much changed after two world wars and some 
previews of a third, and with it the study of the tribe and its language. 
As everybody knows, Paul Valery was interested in the genesis of the poem from 
the point of view of producing certain effects on the reader. The phenomenologists 
were more interested in effects as phenomena. Therefore interest tended, after Valery, 
to move from the poiein (the poiesis) to the poiema, a distinction thoroughly explained 
by Professor Chantraine7-in fact, from the act to the thing, to use the wording of 
the philosophers. 
lZurich: Atlantis Verlag, 1946. 
•zurich: Atlantis Verlag, 1954. 
3Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1955. 
•Essence et Phtfnomene, La Poesie comme Source de Philosophie. Les Cours de Sorbonne, 1958. 
5See Jean Beaufret, Le Poeme de Parmenide (Paris: P. U. F., 1955). 
6A. R. Chisholm, Towards Herodiade (Melbourne: M. U. P. , 1934). 
7P. Chantraine, Etudes sur le Vocabulaire Grec (Paris: Libraire E. Klincksieck, 1956). 
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We are back in the old battle between individual and social, and here between 
individual lyrical poetry and social epic. Valery never gave us a complete definition 
of epic poetry. Moreover it is said that, with the exception of Hugo, epic poetry is not 
the Frenchman's cup of tea (vide La Franciade, La Pucelle, L'Henriade, etc.). We 
may quote the story of Gide and Valery at an official meeting; Valery said to Gide: 
"Do you know anything more boring than the Iliad ? " and Gide replied: "Yes, 
La Chanson de Roland".8 
Perhaps this return to the poem-thing shows a tendency to preserve, in archives 
and records, the treasures of the past-in case of a radiation war . . .  
But this return is also a return to the power of language. As Heidegger puts it: 
"Language is the home of being. Within this house man has his dwelling. Thinkers 
and poets are the guardians of this house. "9 This supremacy of language was noted 
by Hegel in epic poetry, in the epos, where facts and objects are described in such a 
way as to be identified with the words themselves. After the experiments of Piaget 
on children's behaviour we know that it is impossible for a child to separate the word 
from the toy it designates. Children tend to identify themselves with things in the 
world around them, and so-we have something like the first epos. As Professor Staiger 
said: "Die Epische Sprache stellt vor." The epos is concerned with the outside. 
We are not, therefore, being pushed back to the Iliad but to the social side of 
poetry, as expression of a nation, a culture, or a cosmos. In short, there are now two 
approaches open to studies in poetics: 
l. The philosophical approach, with philosophers like Heidegger and the 
phenomenologists in general. We have made some reservations: Wahl, 
attempting to explain Rilke or Eliot, juggles with difficulties. How elucidate 
Valery, for instance, or Pichette, or Mallet, in the light of Heidegger who is
perfectly at home elucidating HOlderlin ?
2. The literary approach. The game is now four-cornered: epos and the classical 
world, expression of a civilization, across from lyric and the "baroque" 
world (romanticism, individualism, to follow the simplifications of Eugenio 
d'Ors). We cannot strictly identify classic and epos, lyric and romantic, 
but the way is open for research. 
And as a background for literature as for philosophy, a profound study of 
language remains the first requirement: an obsession with language. 
II 
The most striking example of an epos being in our times the work of Francis 
Ponge, let us now explain his theories and his practice in the light of the above general 
remarks and of his Grand Recueil.10 We know his famous words: "Les poetes sont les 
ambassadeurs du monde muet. " And at this stage we remember Homer being the 
ambassador of the old Greek heroes. These Greek heroes, through the bard and his 
knowledge of a perfect Greek language, began to speak. This is the first proferation, 
the epos in the Greek meaning of the word. Ponge would have us turn to a far more 
remote past, or a deeper present, to be the heralds of the silent world, at last in 
possession-through man-of a language. Through man, the universe began to speak 
and the poet has to be careful to start with the simplest things carefully worded. 
But let Francis Ponge speak for himself. First, as to the function of poetry: 
SA. Gide, Journal 1889-1939 (Paris: Gallimard, 1948), p. 1325. 
9M. Heidegger, Ube den Humanismus, (Frankfurt a/M: Klostermann, 1949). 
1°F. Ponge, LeGrand Recueil, (3 vols.; Paris: Gallimard, 1961), I Lyres, II Methodes, III 
Pieces. 
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"C'est de nourrir l'esprit de l'homme en l'abouchant au cosmos. Il suffit 
d'abaisser notre pretention a dominer la nature et d'elever notre pretention 
a en faire physiquement partie 0 0 ."11 
And the role of the poets : 
" ... ils sont les ambassadeurs du monde muet. Comme tels, ils balbutient, 
ils murmurent, ils s'enfoncent dans la nuit du logos-jusqu'a ce qu'enfin ils se 
retrouvent au niveau des RACINES, ou se confondent les choses et les 
formulations. "12 
Here we come to the heart of the matter, and Sartre, long before these explana­
tions, was aware of itP Great is the ambition to dig down to the unique springs of 
things and of words; to find the first proferation; to recognize-as the old Chinese 
did-that to put words in the right order and the right meaning is to put order amongst 
the things of the universe: "all things have the name convenient to them" (Ts'in 
Che Huang-Ti). And a poet like Ponge is a poet after Hegel's own heart: "the instru­
ment absorbed into what it contains".14 
This is why the French dictionary of Littre is so important for Ponge. This 
importance is borne out in "My Creative Method": 
"D'ou vient cette difference, cette marge inconcevable entre la definition 
d'un mot et la description de la chose que ce mot designe ?"15 
Now we are putting our finger on the difficulty. It is difficult indeed for a writer 
to stay at this original point where things and their expression (proferation) are 
indistinguishable. Ponge, more than anybody, is conscious of the fact that to speak is 
to betray. As he says in Proemes, a tree, in the process of expressing itself, of turning 
towards the external world, produces leaves, and these leaves are an obscure language 
(except perhaps for the painter-and Ponge is widely interested in painting, from 
Braque to Fautrier). Man expresses himself through words, creates a "Louvre de 
lecture" which surrounds man like a shell secreted by him and which can in fact be 
an obstacle: 
"On ne peut pas entierement, on ne peut rien faire passer d'un monde a 
l'autre, mais il faut pour qu'un texte, quel qu'il soit, puisse avoir la pretention 
de rendre compte d'un objet du monde exterieur, il faut du moins qu'il atteigne, 
lui, a la realite dans son propre monde, dans le monde des textes, qu'il ait une 
realite dans le monde des textes ... un texte qui ait une realite dans le monde 
des textes un peu egale a celle de la pomme dans le monde des objets."16 
These objects are objects of human origin, made by man and for man, therefore 
more moving, more human than the things described, and making a greater appeal 
to the reader's imagination (vide Methodes, p. 17) . By what sign do we recognize the 
reader's approbation and the success of the description? By exactly the same 
criterion given always by the great classical writers of the seventeenth century: 
the presence of enjoyment and pleasure. We have to take into account, at this stage, 
that we are in a Pongian perspective, strictly bounded by the cosmos, and that it is 
the object, through us expressing it, which seems to "come" in this moment of pleasure 
as a sponge when we squeeze it is forced to express its contents: 
" ... le moment beni, le moment heureux, et par consequent le moment de 
la verite, c'est lorsque la verite jouit (pardonnez-moi). C'est le moment ou l'objet 
nF. Ponge, Methodes, p. 197. 
12Jbid., p. 198. 
13J. P. Sartre, Situations I (Paris: Gallimard, 1946) , p. 264. 
14Hegel, Genese et Structure de la PMnomenologie de l'Esprit, trad. Jean Hyppolite (Paris: 
Au bier, 1946), T. II, p. 243: "L'organe disparaissant dans son contenu". 
1•F. Ponge, Methodes, p. 11. 
l6Jbid., p. 276. 
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jubile, si je puis dire, sort de lui-meme ses qualites: le moment ou se produit 
une espece de floculation: la parole, le bonheur d'expression."17 
Here, let us use a flash-back. When a reader is at grips with a romantic poem, 
he tries to identify himself with the soul of the poet: "cette arne aux mille voix", 
etc. If the poem in question is symbolist or Valeryan, the reader becomes something 
like a true poet, because he is submitting to certain effects arranged with precision, 
as Valery has explained at length in his Cours de Poetique and elsewhere. Ponge goes 
further, much further: the external world should take its pleasure through the success 
of the word. This silent world at last can speak after a long and cruel evolution. In 
short, through a text of Hugo we are liable to come into contact with Hugo himself, 
who is well known today thanks to research workers like Barrere, Guillemin, and 
others. Through a text of Ponge, we tend to be identified with the object, 
this unknown, this despised, this unloved object. In any case, it is necessary to go 
beyond the written word, a pure sign pointing to the thing signified, whereas the art 
of Mallarme tends to see the poem as an end in itself. 
In fact, it has been dangerous, as Ponge and several others have pointed out, to 
be hypnotized by the written word, to submit to the fascination of the printed letter 
considered by itself, like a sort of Chinese ideogram, not to mention the Lettrism of 
I sou. 
We are familiar with the famous text of 1919: 
"0 caracteres, je veux vous faire aimer pour vous-memes plutot que pour 
votre signification . . .  "IS 
Sartre had drawn attention to this text in his article of 1944, insisting on this 
obsession with the word-thing, treated later by Ponge (vide Methodes, p. 170) as a 
"professional deformation". 
Of course, the Surrealists tried to make some sort of poem-objects, and Ponge 
was concerned with this too during his youth, but his scope is totally different. He is 
trying, in his own words, to carve the object out of ''l'epaisseur semantique", a fine 
expression of his research. This attitude involves him in a profound study of the 
dictionaries, and at the same time in the use of puns or expressive approximations 
(Caro, cara, carapace, he said of the dolmen Claudel, the tortoise Claudel),19 of almost 
anything that writing could utilize with a view to creating a literary object assuming 
the position of a real object. Digging into this semantic block, Ponge feels himself 
to be hollowing out a tunnel, throwing up pebbles and grit as he goes (not to escape 
but to select), and this is important, the inside being correlated to the outside: 
"Je travaille parmi ou a travers le dictionnaire un peu a la fa<;on d'une 
taupe, rejetant a droite et a gauche les mots, les expressions, me frayant un 
chemin a travers eux, malgre eux ... "20 
These rejected expressions, these debris-words, when read by someone other 
than Ponge the impatient, become precious, are transformed into precious stones, 
and participate in the geometry of a building, to the rhythms of a statue-poem. 
These rejected expressions, in several drafts of the same text, are building little by 
little a lasting positive born of the negative, till the process is completed at near­
perfection point: 
"Il faut qu'un tableau tue sous lui tous ceux qu'il aurait pu etre: c'est la 
mort des pretendants."21 
17Jbid., p. 257. 
18F. Ponge, Pro&mes (Paris: Gallimard, 1948}, p. 49. 
l•F. Ponge, Lyres, p. 27: "Prose De Profundis a la gloire de Claude!". 
•oF. Ponge, Methodes, p. 222. 
21Henri M:aldiney, quoted by M:arcel Brion, Art Abstrait (Paris: Albin M:ichel, 1956}, p. 254. 
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This is not an art of suggestion, but nevertheless the name of Mallarme has been 
present all the time in the mind of Ponge, and in our minds. A Mallarme more baroque, 
perhaps precious sometimes, and opening on the Sun (emblem of Louis XIV), seems 
to preside over these magnificent page-settings of L' Araignee22 and Le Soleil place en 
abime,23 which remind us also of the tapestries of Lun;at. Any comparison with 
Mallarme is a risky undertaking, and we had better quote at this point the best 
commentator on Ponge, the novelist Philippe Sollers, at the opening in the Sorbonne 
of an exhibition of his books and manuscripts at the Bibliotheque Litteraire Jacques 
Doucet (Ponge has some connexions with the new novel) : 
" . . .  il use d'une mise en page Speciale qui doit donner !'impression meme 
de l'objet. Ces preoccupations essentielles evoquent Mallarme. Pourtant, la ou 
ce dernier voulait suggerer, dans une poesie toute d'absence et d'allusion, ce 
qui s'organise presque en dehors des mots, au dela de leur eclatement dirige, 
Ponge, au contraire, rassemble, veut solidifier une presence visible du texte 
egale a sa cause (ou a son but) exterieure."24 
After Le Soleil place en abime, the image of a mole digging a tunnel has no more 
value, and we must think of a giraffe or rather of an eagle soaring in 'Tespace que 
creuse une parole libre". 25 It is a truly epic canto, which has for its subject not a petty 
Greco-Trojan quarrel but our destiny on this planet, illuminated by our words and 
reasonings, and by the enigmatic reasons of the tyrant Sun. 
Hence the necessity of a new rhetoric and a new adventure of language, in accord­
ance with reason, and fresh studies of the consequences implied by a new rhetoric 
emerging from the epos. 
But does this new rhetoric-leaving aside the more complex objeu (sic) (vide 
Pieces, p. 156)-conform to the phenomenology of nature which Sartre, in 1944, 
makes it the duty of Ponge to complete? To tackle the Sun, is this not to despatch 
work too quickly and to prescribe an impossible task to Husserlian intentionality ? 
Well, Ponge has made of this task a literary success, because he is unconsciously follow­
ing the path of the phenomenologists by his numerous sketches which trace the 
natural path of thought in its perception of the object. And he tries to express every 
sketch by some research into the common roots of expression and of things. The style 
he attains in doing so is not after all so remote from the philosophical style of 
Parmenides or Lucretius. But this is another story . . .  
Ponge tries to make a prose so dense that it is poetry without necessarily turning 
into verse (Mallarme's doctrine). And if we can call him a classical writer, it is because 
his epos is far away from any kind of personal lyricism. With Mallarme and Valery 
we have seen a tremendous battle against pleonastic and redundant lyricism. Some 
have said of the Cimetiere Marin that it was a fragment of Malherbe made of a series 
of commonplaces admirably orchestrated. Is classicism now to take refuge in prose ? 
Gide has accustomed us to this view. Ponge has made very good verses indeed, dense 
and almost mineral in their texture, but he dreams always of a type of prose elaborate 
and adequate enough to be able to climb the skies like a literary astronaut, at the 
same time bringing down to the rules and reason of the human plane the famous 
"silence eternel des espaces infinis". As a matter of fact, he does not like Pascal, 
although some critics have detected in him a sort of Pascalian style. 
Prose, yes, poetic prose, because an epos is after all based on the language born 
from the tribe, a social language, purified as far as possible and estranged from every 
22F. Ponge, Pieces, pp. 127, 197. 
23Jbid., pp. 151-188. 
24Ph. Sollers, "Francis Ponge ou Ia raison a plus haut prix", Mercure de France, Juillet, 
1960, p. 431. 
••]. P. Burgart, Mercure de France, Juillet, 1960, p. 433. 
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form of "zazism". It is not the fault of Valery, or Ponge either, if they have soared 
to a lofty pinnacle, leaving far below the imprecisions and insufficiencies of the 
tribal language (from Zazie dans le Metro to Paris-Match). 
III 
To conclude, let us summarize the main ideas of Ponge according to Le Grand 
Recueil: 
l. General attitude of the poet: not of domination of nature (this is the scientific 
attitude) but of reconciliation with nature, the poet being part of it 
(Lamartinian in a sense, and anti-Vigny). 
2. General purpose of the poet: to be an ambassador of the silent world (mineral, 
vegetable, and animal kingdoms). 
3. How? By carving literary objects out of the semantic block. 
4. These objects are texts which have to possess the same power of presence as 
the things depicted; and this they will have by means of a pregnant epos,
where man touches the common roots of men, things and words, parts of 
the general cosmos. 
5. Sign of success: when, through us, the object seems content and expresses 
more and more deep qualities. We are pleased (classical aesthetics) with the 
object, as in the Odyssey we participate in the adventures of Ulysses. 
6. The epos, the first proferation, has to be something coming out of the object 
placed in the world. Lyricism is, on the contrary, centred in us. And this is
why Ponge is not a mystic at all. 
Some have called Ponge a "materialist" poet, but he seems to be more a "cosmic" 
poet in a totally different way from Claudel or Supervielle: an epic poet, cosmic and 
cosmological, whose domain extends from the familiar objects to the Sun and the 
planets. 
In a time when Teilhard de Chardin's theories are closely studied by minds as 
far apart as Thomists26 and Marxists,27 when the human race is trying to climb the 
skies, that a new epic should be delineated is not surprising at all. When may we 
expect the Odyssey of the first man's journey to the moon, with all the astronautical 
trimmings ?28 
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